All Staff:
C&W CST Daily Practice Update
Daily Practice Updates → What’s New in CST Cerner Help

Date: March 21, 2022

Zoom support is available 24/7 via Launchpad

and Citrix Storefront/Enterprise Apps

https://zoom.us/join Meeting ID: 652 5721 0705 Password: 084973
See the *new* Zoom Help Guide here

Key Issues
New Practice topics including:
 Documenting Phone Message Encounters
 Pathology Orders
 Auto calculation Fields in PowerChart
View past Daily Practice Updates → What’s New in CST Cerner Help

Topic
Documenting a Phone
Message Encounter

Why Is It Important?
Ensure that only one Phone
Message Encounter type
exists per clinic.

Click here for the latest
update CSTCernerHelp

Practice
Ensure that only one Phone Message Encounter type exists per patient, per clinic:
 First check that a Phone Message Encounter type does not exist for a patient, prior to creating a
new Phone Message Encounter.
 This type of encounter is used to document conversations or phone messages between a patient
and a clinician over the course of their interactions with the clinic.
 Only one Phone Message Encounter is required for each patient, for a specific clinic. This
encounter can be used multiple times.
See CST Help Topic
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Pathology Orders

Pathology and other
requisitions must include all
pertinent information to
ensure proper result
distribution

1. Always place the appropriate lab orders in CST Cerner for live locations.
2. A small subset of tests continue to require paper requisitions (e.g. Pathology). Those that require
continued use of a paper requisition will have a pop-up reference text.
3. Please do not ignore the pop-up reference text. Usually the reference text is only popping up if it
requires the Provider to do something.

4. Not all Pathology request orders will auto-print a Pathology requisition. Some Pathology orders
requires a PDF requisition to be manually printed and filled out due to the complexity of the
requisition.

Click here for the latest
update CSTCernerHelp
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Auto calculation Fields:
PowerChart Intake and
Output Bands

To fix a known issue that was
causing a patient’s chart to
close when the Intake and
Output band was opened

The auto-calculation fields have been removed from the Intake and Output band to fix a known issue
in PowerChart. This change will remain for this band until further notice.

You can still complete and view your auto-calculations in:
PICU Quick view

and NICU Quick View

Click here for the latest
update CSTCernerHelp
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Auto calculation Fields :
Recognizing when Recalculation is required

To ensure documentation
fields are accurate and up-todate, especially when new
output values have been
entered

When
appears beside a field, recalculation is required. Right click on the value to bring up the
option to recalculate.

Choosing the correct
iView section for
breastmilk intake

Documenting the volume of
breastmilk in the right iView
band ensures this data pulls
through into the Intake &
Output field

Document the volume of breastmilk intake under Total Feeding Intake
not Composition of Feeding

Click here for the latest
update CSTCernerHelp
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Documentation of
Newborn Information
When Bands Have Been
Pulled In

When iView bands have been
pulled in for documentation
purposes, it can revert any of
the system flexing that has
been put in place for age or
location.

Click here for the latest
update CSTCernerHelp

This may mean that if you have pulled content in, age flexing that would normally keep things off view
is not preventing it from being visible. In the case of things like Vital Signs, this will mean that it can
appear that the vital signs are populated into both Newborn Vital Signs and Vital Signs sections.
Though these may be on view, they will save to the chart and are appropriate.
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